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Our setting is the following: Let E/Qp be a �nite extension of residue �elds Fq /Fp where q = pfE .
We choose a uniformiser π of OE and denote by Frobq the fE

th-power Frobenius morphism of OE (or any
OE-algebra of characteristic p). Furthermore, we consider an algebraically closed extension k/Fq, and an
algebrically closed extension of k, which is complete with respect to a non-trivial valuation

ν : F → R∪∞.

We assume that ν be trivial on k, and that k identi�es with the residue OF /mF �eld of F . (Note: this
means, we are in the equi-characteristic case.)

1 OE-Witt vectors

We star with the classical case. This can be done in even more generality, see for example [6].

1.1 Classical case

Consider the functor

F : OE -algebras → Sets

A 7→ AN.

An element of F (A) is denoted by [xi]i≥0, with xi ∈ A. This functor factors on many ways depending on
what conditions we impose. One of them is the unique one that de�nes the Witt vectors.

De�nition 1.1. For n ∈ N de�ne the nth Witt polynomila with respect to (the divisor-stable set de�ned
by) π to be

W n,π =

n∑
i=0

πiXqn−i

i ∈ OE [X0, . . . , Xn].

Lemma 1.2. There is a unique factorisation

OE -algebras
F //

WOE,π

((PPPPPPPPPPPP Sets

OE -algebras

88rrrrrrrrrr

such that the natural transformation, evaluation of the Witt polynomials on A

W π,A :WOE ,π(A) → AN

[ai] → (W n,π(a0, . . . , an))

is a morphism of OE-algebras.

This lemma gives a ring structure to the set AN. The elements W n,π(a0, . . . , an) are called ghost
components. The lemma is an abstract fact, which may be proved without yielding a useful construction,
but unicity and functoriality enable us to construct the set algebraically. We will list some of the important
properties later.

Proof: It is easy to see, that WOE ,π(A) = AN as sets.
The next step would be to show that the maps W n,π : WOE ,π(A) → A are homomorphisms of rings

for all n ∈ N. The ring structure on WOE ,π(A) is given by polynomials over OE [
1
π , S = (S0, S1, . . .)

for addition, and P = (P0, P1, . . .) for multiplication, where the Si, Pj ∈ OE [
1
π [X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .]. These

polynomials are de�ned recursively and a priori with rational coe�cients, so that one has to prove they
are in fact integers. This is done in general by Zink in [9], but I couldn't get a hold of this book. I believe
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the main ideas can be found in his lecture notes [8], but there he does it only for p as uniformiser, not π.
If I have time, I will check this later.

Once this fact established, we can adapt the classical proof to this more general case. Recall that the
codomain AN of W π is a ring with zero (0, 0 . . .), one (1, 1, . . . and componentwise addition and multipli-
cation. If A is an OE-algebra without π-torsion (is without p-torsion enough??) and an endomorphism
ϕ lifting the Frobenius, we can solve the the Witt polynomials to get Witt components x ∈WOE ,π(A) in
terms of the ghost components by cancelling π's. So W π is in fact injective with image{

(xi) ∈ AN ∣∣ xi+1 ≡ ϕ(xi) mod πi+1
}
,

making WOE ,π(A) into a subring of AN. If π is invertible, the map is in fact an isomorphism of rings.
This establishes the existence of the �big Witt vectors� over OE , and by functoriality this can be

extended to any OE-algebra
Of course here I omitted many details of the proof. 2

Some remarks to follow:

� The factorisation is unique up to canonical isomorphism.

� There is a unique system of representatives

[·] : A → WOE ,π(A)

a 7→ [a] = [a, 0, . . .]

compatible with multiplication � in fancy words: adapted to the multiplicative group Gm. This is
a formal group, that is a representable functor on the category of pro�nite R-algebras to sets. The
group structure is given by power series F = (Fi) ∈ R[[X,Y ]] (in this case F = X + Y + XY )
subject to the axioms

1. Identity law: X = F (X, 0) = F (0, X).

2. Associativity: F (X,F (Y , Z)) = F (F (X,Y ), Z)

3. Commutativity (if the group is commutative): F (X,Y ) = F (Y ,X).

The inverse law is automatic as we can (recursively) always �nd a power series G(X) such that
F (X,G(X)) = 0. From the axioms it also follows, that F is always of the formX+Y+terms of higher order.
These are the usual Teichmüller representatives.

� If A is a perfect Fq-algebra, every element can be written uniquely in the form x =
∑∞
n=0[xn]π

n

with xi ∈ A. The explicit construction of the polynomials determining addition and multiplication
depends on the fact that the Teichmüller representative commutes with multiplication.

� The formation of WOE ,π(A) and [] is functorial in A.

� The image of W π only depends on the ideal generated by π and not on the choice of π itself. For a
di�erent choice of uniformiser there exists a unique isomorphism of functors

uπ,π′ :WOE ,π →WOE ,π′ ,

making the following diagram commutative:

WOE ,π(·)

uπ,π′ ∼=

��

W π

$$IIIIIIIII

(·)N

WOE ,π′(·)

W π′
::uuuuuuuuu

The u's are transitive in π: uπ′,π′′ ◦ uπ,π′ = uπ,π′′ .
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De�nition 1.3. Set

WOE = lim
←
WOE ,π : {OE −algebras} → {OE −algebras}

where the limit goes over all the uniformisers in OE . We consider as well the composition of
morphisms

W :WOE (A)
∼=−→WOE ,π(A)

W π−−→ AN.

This now does not anymore depend on the choice of a uniformiser. The same holds for the Teichmüller
representatives as for a ∈ A it is easy to verify that uπ,π′([a]π) = [a]π′ , so it is justi�ed to write [·]
independent of the choice of uniformiser.

� There is a unique endomorphism independent of the choice of π

F :WOE (·)→WOE (·),

such that for a ∈ WOE (A) and W (a) = (xi), then W (F (a)) = (xi+1). This is the Frobenius, which
is easiest seen looking at the powerseries induced by the Witt polynomials.

� The morphism Verschiebung is dependent of the choice of π

Vπ :WOE (·)
∼=−→WOE ,π(·)

Vπ−−→WOE ,π(·)
∼=−→WOE (·),

where the middle morphism is the shift on WOE ,π, [ai]→ [0, a0, a1, . . .].

� We have the following properties:

� FVπ = π.

� Vπ′ =
π′

π vπ.

� Vπ(F (x).y) = x.Vπ(y).

� From these properties we deduce that ∀n ∈ N , V nπ WOE is an ideal in WOE independent of
the choice ofπ.

� WOE is Vπ-adically complete. The induced topologies depending on π are of course equivalent.
So

WOE (A)
∼=−→ lim
←
WOE (A)/V

n
π ,

and every element a ∈WOE (A) can be written uniquely as
∑
V nπ [an].

� If A is an Fq-algebra, VπF = π and F (
∑
V nπ [an]) =

∑
V nπ [aqn].

� If A is in addition perfect, WOE (A) is π-addically complete, π-torsion free, every element can
be written uniquely in the form x =

∑∞
n=0[xn]π

n with xi ∈ A. Moreover, WOE (A) is up to
isomorphism the unique lift of A which is π-torsion free.

� For a �eld extension E′/E it is easy to see

Lemma 1.4. For an OE′-algebra A, there is a unique natural morphism of OE-algebras

u :WOE (A)→WOE′ (A),

such that the diagram

WOE (A)
u //

(W f
E′/E,n

)n $$HHHHHHHHH
WOE′ (A)

W

zzuuuuuuuuu

AN
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commutes. We have

u([a]) = [a] ,

u(Vπx) =
π

π′
Vπ′(F

fE′/E
−1
u(x)),

u(F fE′/Ex) = Fu(x).

We have a natural morphism

WOE (A)⊗OE′0
OE′ →WOE′ (A),

where E′0 is the maximal unrami�ed extension of E inside E′. If A is a perfect Fq′ -algebra (Fq′ the
residue �eld of E′) this is an isomorphism as in this case WOE′ (A) is the unique π

′-adic π′-torsion
free lift of A as mentioned above.

Example 1.5. If E0 is the maximal unrami�ed extension of Qp in E, W the usual Witt vectors
(belonging to Qp), then for a perfect Fq-algebra A there is a canonical isomorphism

W (A)⊗OE0

∼=−→ WOE (A)

[a]⊗ 1 7→ [a]

F fE ⊗ id ↔ F

1.2 Twisted Witt vectors

We now consider some deformations of the Teichmüller representatives. We mentioned earlier that the
Teichmüller representatives are addapted to the multiplicative (formal) group Gm. One could ask, if
we still get a good theory of Witt vectors if we replce the Teichmüller representatives by a system of
representatives that are adapted to a di�erent formal group, where the group law is given by a di�enrent
set of power series. As mentioned existence and uniqueness of the Witt vectors can be proven quite
formally, however the constructible proof would change. Although this question might be very interesting
in a general setting, we will focus on the Lubin-Tate group associated to the �eld E, as it turns out to be
convenient.

Starting from the same set-up as above. The idea of the Lubin-Tate group (or more general module) is
that it re�ects the dominating principle of class �eld theory, to the e�ect that prime elements correspond
to Frobenius elements.

De�nition 1.6. A Lubin-Tate module over OE for the prime element π is a formal OE-module F such
that

πF (X) = Xq mod π,

where πF denotes the action of π on F .

If we reduce the coe�cients mod π we obtain a formal group F (X,Y ) over the residue class �eld
Fq. The reduction mod π of πF (X) is an endomorphism of this group. On the other hand, Xq is the
frobenius endomorphism of this group. So, F is a Lubin-Tate module, if the endomorphism de�ned by
the action of π gives via reduction the Frobenius endomorphism.

In other words, the Lubin-Tate formal group law over OE is the unique (1-dimensional) formal group
law F (X,Y ) such that e(X) = πX +Xq is an endomorphism of F , i.e.

e(F (X,Y )) = F (e(X), e(Y )).

More generally one allows any formal power series e such that

e(X) = πX + higher order terms

e(X) = Xq mod π
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Under these conditions, a formal group law is strictly isomorphic. Moreover, the derivative at the origine
is the prime element and reduction modulo the maximal ideal gives the Frobenius. For each element
a ∈ OE there is a unique endomorphism f on F such that f(x) = ax+ higher order. So OE acts on the
formal group.

The compatibility of the Teichmüller representatives with multiplication in the usual case, can be
explained by the nature of the Witt polynomials. We will replace the powers of variablesXi by polynomials.
Let Q ∈ OE [X] be such that Q ≡ Xq mod π. Now set

Q0 = X

Qn = Q ◦ · · · ◦Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times

∀n ∈ N .

Our altered Witt polynomials now depending on Q are

W n,Q,π =

n∑
i=0

πiQn−i(Xi) ∈ OE [X0, . . . , Xn],

(note, if we use Q = Xq we recover the �old� Witt polynomials). From now on, we just have to adapt the
theory described in the previous section. As before we have the functor

F : OE -algebras→ Sets

however now, we get a di�erent factorisation of this functor.

Proposition 1.7. There is a unique factorisation

OE -algebras
F //

WOE,Q,π

((PPPPPPPPPPPP Sets

OE -algebras

88rrrrrrrrrr

such that the natural transformation, evaluation of the Q-Witt polynomials on A

W π,Q,A :WOE ,Q,π(A) → AN

[ai] → (W n,Q,π(a0, . . . , an))

is a morphism of OE-algebras.

Proof: This is very similar to the proof before. We have the same ring structure on AN as before,
namely componentwise. Recursively we obtain series of polynomials in OE [

1
π (I'm not sure about this

since there are qth roots involved now) S = (S0, S1, . . .) and P = (P0, P1, . . .), which de�ne addition and
multiplication on the domain. We have to show, that the coe�cients are in OE . One main ingredient in
the classical case is the fact that if x ≡ y mod π then xq

i ≡ yqi mod πi+1. This can easily be generalised
for Q:

Lemma 1.8. For an OE-algebra A, and x, y ∈ A, i ∈ N such that x ≡ y mod πi, we have Q(x) ≡ Q(y)
mod πi+1.

Note that this is a little weaker, but serves the purpose as well. Now we do similar calculations as
in the classical case. Reducing to the case of the �big� functor again, this leads to the fact, that for a
π-torsion free OE-algebra with a Frobenius lift ϕ the morphism

W π,Q,A :WOE ,Q,π(A)→ AN

is injective with image {
(xi) ∈ AN ∣∣ xi+1 ≡ ϕ(xi) mod πi+1

}
.
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Now everything works as before. 2

As the classical and the twisted constructions are functorial, having good universal properties, there
is a unique isomorphism

uQ,π :WOE ,Q,π →WOE ,π

rendering the diagram

WOE ,Q,π(·)

uQ,π ∼=

��

W Q,π

%%JJJJJJJJJJ

(·)N

WOE ,π(·)

W π

99tttttttttt

commutative. Composing this isomorphism with the one from the previous sectionWOE ,Q,π
∼=−→WOE ,π

∼=−→
WOE we obtain the Q-Teichmüller lift.

Proposition 1.9. There is a unique natural map with domain the OE-algebra A

[·]Q : A→WOE (A)

verifying

� W ([a]Q) = (Qn(a))n>0.

� Q([a]Q) = [Q(a)]Q.

� Every element of WOE (A) can be written uniquely in the form∑
n>0

V nπ [an]Q .

� If A is a perfect Fq-algebra, every element of WOE (A) can be written uniquely in the form∑
n>0

[xn]Q π
n.

Moreover in this case, the Q-Teichmüller lift is the unique lift under the condition that Q([x]Q) =
[xq]Q and we have

[x]Q = lim
n→∞

Qn(
[
xq
−n
]
).

More generally, if x ∈ A, x̂n any lift of xq
−n

then [x]Q is given by the formula

[x]Q = lim
n→∞

Qn(x̂n).

� If Q(X) = Xq, the old and the new Teichmüller lift coincide [a]Q = [a].

� If E = Qp and Q(X) = (1 +X)p − 1 we have [a]Q = [1 + a]− 1

Remark 1.10. The properties show that formal group laws (such as Lubin-Tate) furnish a generalisation of
pth root of unity (and provide an explicit version of the local reciprocity law in the corresponding extension
of Qp, for those who know local �eld theory). The multiplicative group Gm is a Lubin-Tate module for
the cyclotomic extension with Q(X) = (1 +X)p − 1.
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For Lubin-Tate we require in addition

Q(X) ≡ πX mod X2.

Let L T Q ∈ OEJX,Y K be the formal (unique) group law that commutes with Q. Consider a perfect Fq-
algebra A and x, y ∈ A such that A is complete and separated (Hausdor�??) for the (x, y)-adic topology.
ThenWOE (A) is complete and separated for the ([x]Q , [y]Q)-adic topology. This is done classically because
the topologies induced by di�erent Teichmüller representatives coincide.

Lemma 1.11. Granting these conditions

L T Q([x]Q , [y]Q) = [L T Q(x, y)]Q .

Proof: We use the construction given in the proposition. ∀n ∈ N, zn = L T Q(
[
xq
−n
]
Q
,
[
yq
−n
]
Q
) is

a lift of L T Q(x
q−n , yq

−n
). Therefore taking the limit

[L T Q(x, y)]Q = lim
n→∞

Qn(zn).

And the result follows, because by de�nition/construction L T Q commutes with Q. 2

Corollary 1.12. The Q-Teichmüller lift de�ne a morphism of OE-modules on the maximal ideals

(mF ,+L T Q
) ↪→ (WOE (mF ),+L T Q

)

x 7→ [x]Q .

This can be generalised to any Lubin-Tate formal group, i.e. where Q is not necessarily a polynomial.
In this case, we can still de�ne the Teichmüller lift for x ∈ mF as

[x]L T = limn→∞Qn(
[
xq
−n
]
).

And the corollary holds as well.
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